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Abstract
Cultural heritages communities in Thailand were mostly adapted into a tourist attraction. The objective of this study was to investigate the occurrences of the natives in the central region of Thailand emigrating from their aboriginal communities from this cause. Since This adaptation successfully generates more income to the community, it also attracts outsiders to come in and exploit the better economic situation but pushes the natives away. Thus, the uniqueness and attractiveness of the local way of life and culture starts to disappear and will lose them almost entirely, such as the occurrences at Amphawa, Samchuk and Chiang Khan community.
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1.0 Introduction
In the last two decades, the movement of old community or historical community conservation has been sprung up in Thailand (Pimolsathein, 2012). At present, various local communities that had been revived both in physical aspect and economic and social aspect became famous tourist attractions, for example, Amphawa Canal Community, Chantaboon Waterfront community, Samchuk Market community, Klong Suan Market community, Chiang Khan Community, etc. (Chukaew, 2014). They were known as old markets, floating markets or a hundred year markets and became a weekend destination for Thais and foreigners (Pimolsathein, 2012). Currently, the conservation of communities with historical and cultural significance targets mainly to protect or preserve buildings and architecture or physical surroundings, and this kind of maintenance need the sizable fund much more than the community could afford. One of the solution in raising fund for the conservation is to support and encourage the community with historical or cultural value and significance to develop itself to be the site for tourism. By using the uniqueness of their cultural identity as a selling point, these communities turn to be a famous tourist attraction. But the conservation and protection of the cultural heritage for the future is crucial to promoting and supporting the study of history, arts, aesthetic, ethnography and anthropology and could help the local and national economy from the tourism income. (Sanglimsuwan and Sanglimsuwan, 2012) The community conservation in Thailand mostly targets for promoting the tourism which believed that could improve the local economic from the recession (Pimolsathein, 2012).

However, the increasing number of the tourist and the transforming of socio-economic activities finally may risk losing the collective unique identities and values. (Sanglimsuwan and Sanglimsuwan, 2012; Chukaew, 2014) Studying the social and cultural impacts of tourism will help to plan and set the direction of tourism to balancing between business and the common ways of life, or make the tourism enhance the ability of the communities to stand by themselves or provide the choices for the local people (Eawsriwong, 1989).

At this time, some of the cultural heritage communities in Thailand had been affected by the tourism. Aside from their way of life had been changed, the increasing of the economic value effects directly to land selling price and rental rate. Some local people sell...
their properties to the big enterprises or leased their houses, and some inhabitants could not readjust themselves for the many times the higher rental rate and just move out. The materialized example of the impacts of tourism has been seen in Pai District, Mae Hong Sorn Province. After Pai shifted to the full-scale tourist attraction in 1997, its physical appearance had been changed rapidly; the land usage, the density of the settlements and buildings that were contrasting to the original surroundings and the overflow with the outside culture cause change in their way of life; food, costume, language, values, beliefs and tradition of the community were deteriorated (Manit, 2007). Therefore, the objective of this study was to investigate the occurrences of the natives in the central region of Thailand emigrating from their aboriginal communities from this cause.

2.0 Literature Review

2.1 Cultural Heritage Conservation

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural (UNESCO) declared “Convention concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage” in 1972 defined that Cultural Heritage including works of man in physical aspect which is the tangible heritage and the non-physical aspect or the Intangible Heritage which developed by a community and passed on from generation to generation (Pimolsathein, 2013).

Thus, Cultural Heritage means not only the archaeological structure or buildings but also the environment and surroundings include the ecosystem. It is the mark of activities and accomplishment of human in the past, and it is among one of the significant resources that could not be reconstructed if disappeared. (Feilden and Jokileht, 1998) The attempt of Conservation of the Cultural Heritage of any kind should have a goal not only to protect the physical form of architecture and nature, but also the Cultural Heritage in the shape of the legacy in the way of life, artistic expressions, languages, customs and practices, such as the way to earn a living, religious customs, traditions and beliefs.

2.2 Sustainable Development

The concept of Sustainable Development (SD), including of Social dimension, Economic dimension, Environmental aspect is used widely. The World Tourism Organization (WTO) is one of the organizations that adopted this concept in the tourism form, as tourism could be the activity that causes damages to the environment. WTO focus on the service that harmonious with the tourism resources in each community. To reach the goal of Sustainable Tourism Development, the Earth Summit in 1992 at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil has defined Sustainable Tourism in term of “the tourism that is not harm to the environment in every form, wherever its destination is, in large group or small, both in urban or rural area” (Chittangwattana, 2005).

2.3 Sustainable Tourism

Sustainable Tourism is the travel with a primary objective in the Sustainable Development, by concerning the capability of the nature, community, customs, culture and the way of life in managing the tourism and focus on participating community in tourism management (Tourism Authority of Thailand, 1996). The concept of sustainable cultural tourism has an objective to keep the balance in the developing of tourism, between the conservation of the cultural heritage and the economic growth. It is the tourism that benefits to the economic growth, not affects or causes damages to travel resources, to the cultural value of the tourism sites and the social structure of the area. The economic development of the tourism should be go along with the protection of the cultural value and the appropriate management to restrain the adverse effect to the communal way of life, culture, economic, society and politic. (Swarbrooke, 1999; Sanglimsuwan and Sanglimsuwan, 2012).

3.0 Research Methodology

This research is the qualitative research. The qualitative data for the contents analysis has been collected through the interview as well as the documentary analysis. Thus, the study divides into two parts. The first part is the analyze of the relevant research reports to find the variable of the impacts of tourism on each area. The second part is the main part which use the in-depth interview to the local people to get the actual data from the field from the six original dwellers from 3 different areas. The discussion with the informants has the specific purpose that is to learn and understand the in-depth issues for answering the research questions (Erlandson, 1993). The form of the interview is the semi-structured interview; have only board guideline questions, flexible in each context of the conversation and using the open-ended questions. The areas of study divided into three regions;

1) Amphawa Floating Market, Amphawa district, Samut Sakorn Province,
2) Samchuk: 100 Years Old Market, Suphanburi Province,
3) Chiang Khan old town and market, Loei Province.

In data analysis procedure, first, by using the Typology and Taxonomy method to categories the impacts of the economic impacts, the social implications, and the cultural implications. Next, using the Constant Comparison Method to compare and contrast the data of the effects in each area. Finally, using the documentary analysis and the content analysis to analyze the collected data and descriptive analysis to explain the involving phenomenon (Creswell, 2013).
4.0 Result
The first part of the result explains the impacts in each area by collecting the data from the research reports and articles between 2003 – 2015 and the second part describes the in-depth results in the area by analyzing the data from the in-depth interview of the dwellers in three regions; Amphawa Floating Market, Samchuk Market, and Chiang Khan old town and market. The result of the research show the changing contexts in each community and the causes of the move out of the first dwellers.

4.1 The effects of tourism to the communities in Thailand
As Table 1, the impacts of tourism to the community, collected from the research reports and articles could be divided into the economic effects, the social implications, and the cultural implications. Due to this study focus on the impacts to the intangible cultural heritage, the impacts to the physical structures and surroundings will be not in the scope of this study.

The Economic Impacts: The economic implications of tourism on the community and dwellers is that most of the income went to the trunks of great entrepreneurs, with higher competition in the community and higher cost of living for the residents. The outsourcing merchandise and products have been substituting the local products. The entrepreneurs had conflicts with the residents because they did not care to return the benefits to the community. The form of local business was change to focus on doing business with the tourist and expect the profit that caused a high competition and stress. The land value was increased and the rental rate was higher. However, the positive impact is the dwellers get benefit from the higher income, the higher rate of house rent and tourism created more opportunities to earn their living and new jobs that come along with the tourism industry.

The Social Impacts: The extended-family with a close relationship and interdependence between all members of the family is declined because the family members need to go out and do a job to serve the tourist. The tension in the community was increased from the business competition. The community was much more crowded from the increasing number of the visitors and the merchants or the business owners. The imitation of tourists' behavior and lifestyle both of the resident tourists and the foreign tourists such as entertaining themselves in a pub or any other kinds of the night-life style. In some areas, local visitors were ignored, and the foreign tourist was exploited from the wrong price. For the positive social effects, the host communities can mix with people from diverse backgrounds and cultures, and they were opened to the wider world.

The Cultural Impacts: The local traditions and culture changed or disappeared in the context of development, such as offering food to monks doing morning alms run by boat in Amphawa community or offering the sticky rice to monks in Chiang Khan community. The unique customs and traditions that practiced for a long time by the local people were changing and adapted to serve the tourists instead. The fading of the local jobs, the local costumes, and the local dialects also adverse impacts of tourism to the community. For example, in Chiang Khan the modern fashion of the tourists replaced the local costume, the local people used the official language and learned to speak English to communicate with foreign visitors.

To sum up, the emerging of tourism in the cultural heritage community caused impacts in every community but deferent level and issues, both positive and adverse effects. Tourism is the cause of change not only in a physical surrounding but has affected the economy, society, and culture. The impacts are very depended on the number of tourists and the popularity of the community; if the community is very famous and well-known, the more results is expected.

4.2 The in-depth impacts of tourism in each specific area.
As Table 2, the data from the In-depth interview and the contents analysis from the interview of the residents and the observation and survey of the impacts in each community. The analysis will be divided into three areas with different impact and context.

Amphawa Floating Market is one of the most famous floating market. Both Thai and foreign tourists come to the place in large number. From the interview, after the coming of tourism, economic, social and cultural change immensely occurred to the community. The land price has been higher and most of the dwellers was pleased to sell their estate which situate the Riverside old wooden houses. From the perspective of conservationists and outsiders, these old wooden houses are the invaluable cultural heritage. The investors brought the land and destroyed the old houses to build the western style hotel in contrast to the surroundings. In another hand, the higher land price brought also a better life and more income to the dwellers. Moreover, the higher rental rate caused some dwellers to move out from the riverside old houses in the community and buy houses in the housing estate away from the community. The outsider merchants replace the original dwellers or local merchants. In social aspect, the rural and agricultural way of life was change into the tourism industry way of life. The local culture is present to the tourists’ need, with the same form, but in the new content. For example, offering food to monks doing morning alms run by boat is the tradition that will be preserve for the purpose of tourists’ attraction, not for the residents’ appreciation.

Samchuk Market has been known as 100 Years Old Market. Most of the merchants in the market are still the local people and sell their local products; even some outsiders have come in and sold the new kind of products. Due to the higher rental rate, some people move out to the capital to find a new opportunity. The family structure has been changing with the times and from the coming of the new group of people that moved in to do their tourism business. Most original communal customs and ceremonies still continue, for example, the market blessing ceremony, and the New Year’s Eve ceremony that invite anybody to eat and drink everything in the market for free at that day, because the community see the value of the tradition and everyone is willing to participate and carry on.

Chiang Khan old town and market is another community with the reputation of the cultural heritage site, but in comparison, its impacts from tourism is less than the 2 communities above. Although, there is a problem of massive land purchase by the investors and the entry of the local dwellers into tourism business sector, overall situation did not have much effects on the local culture or disrupted it. Less population moved out from the community compared to the other communities, due to the good management of the Municipality and local government that caused a city planning and a gradual change possible. The surrounding has been still a rural
and agricultural countryside, but it cannot be denied that the tourism change the community into urban society. Besides the physical structure change, the modern costume, urban life style and night-life entertainment and the use of the official central Thai language instead of local dialect are among the apparent change.

Table 1. Summary of Review Literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Issues Found</th>
<th>Affects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Anyarat Thanawan Maneewan Pewnim</td>
<td>Chiang Khan</td>
<td>- social - cultural resources</td>
<td>- less relationship among the family, more crowded society - the conflict between cultures and traditions - devaluing the cultural resource and imitating the tourists' culture and lifestyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Manassanan Chanpeng Parayu Chairatananonda</td>
<td>Chiang Khan</td>
<td>- economic - social - cultural</td>
<td>- the disappearping of the old local jobs, the transforming of family structure - focus to serve the tourists' lifestyle and night entertaining - adopt new culture and imitate the tourists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Siriluck Meak-on Monsicha Bejarananda</td>
<td>Amphawa</td>
<td>- community identities - activity system - and symbolic meaning</td>
<td>- change of the way of life, the outsiders come into the areas for doing their business - the tourism industry that focus on profits and economic growth - rapidly diminish the value of communal identity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Arisara Seyanont</td>
<td>Amphawa</td>
<td>- environment</td>
<td>- noise pollution, pollution, ecosystem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Maneewan Pewnim</td>
<td>Ta Ling Chan</td>
<td>- economic</td>
<td>- pollution - the community was questioned about seizing for their self-benefit above another thing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- communal culture</td>
<td>- the income went to the trunks of the big entrepreneurs, conflicts with the residents because entrepreneurs did not care to return the benefits to the community - A local business was change to focus on doing a business with the tourist, focus on the profit - local tourists was ignored, and the foreign tourist was exploited from the unfair price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Danmern Saduak Floating Market</td>
<td>- economic - communal culture</td>
<td>- the income went to the trunks of the big entrepreneurs, conflicts with the residents because entrepreneurs did not care to return the benefits to the community - A local business was change to focus on doing a business with the tourist, focus on the profit - local tourists was ignored, and the foreign tourist was exploited from the unfair price</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Summary of In-depth Interview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cultural Heritage Community</th>
<th>Issues</th>
<th>Affects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amphawa</td>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>higher land price, dwellers sold their estate to the investors, not local products that sold in the market.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social</td>
<td>dwellers moved out due to the high rental rate and sold their land, outsider from Bangkok and elsewhere moved in to do their tourism business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>some customs and tradition change, busy urban life, change in the way of life, focus on response to tourism and tourist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samchuk</td>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>higher rental rate, high business competition, import the outside merchandise to replace the local products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social</td>
<td>origin population move out about 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>just a little change in culture, many customs and tradition continued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiang Khan</td>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>divide the land for selling to the investors, only a few original population move out, high business competition, higher cost of living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social</td>
<td>became urban city, more modern ex. costume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>little change in the way of life, traditional culture and ceremonies is the selling point for representing to the tourists</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In conclusion, tourism in cultural heritage community evidently caused the economic, social and culture impacts to the host community, but both in the positive and negative way. If tourism causes a more significant change to the community, and the origin population would move out more and more. Good and effective local managements, as well as the cultural and social strength of the community, could moderate the magnitude of the negative impacts.

5.0 Discussion

This section is the discussion of the phenomenon and its roots, including the impacts of tourism in Thailand. Base on the conceptual framework that the conservation of the cultural heritage has to cooperate in both the tangible and intangible culture (Pimolsathien, 2013), in the case of Thailand is the opposite. In Thailand, the conservation of cultural heritage has collaborated with the pursuit of economic growth. In the first place, the physical structure and architecture can be protected, but the change in the traditional way of life and the move out of the original population from the community is happened in many areas. This phenomenon implies that a
cultural heritage community consists of the unique cultural value and identity that the people of the modern generation are yearning for. The coming of tourism also makes more reputation of the community and attracts much more tourist to the area. This is the source of economic growth and wealth of the local people. This economic opportunity draw the outsiders to the community and move some original dwellers out and also bring a lot of consequence which is the process of the devalue of the community, as we have been seen in the case of Amphawa community where higher price of land and higher economic growth attracted the investors into the community and destroy the communal way of life when the original dwellers moved out.

Tourism should not destroy these intangible cultural heritages. The concept of sustainable tourism has to be considered seriously as a solution to the problem, to keep a balance between the tourism for economic growth and the conservative of cultural heritage. Sustainable cultural tourism is the tourism that makes growth for economic, but not destroys the tourism resources itself and not devalues the social and cultural tourism capital of the community as well as not destroy the social structure of that area (Swarbrooke, 1990).

However, to accomplish in sustainable tourism management, there are 2 factors to be considered, first is the local governments or municipalities must have the power to plan, manage, and administrate their community, including the implement of local law, as well as have fully the tax authority in order to control the physical structures and to surround of the community in the big picture. The second is the participation of the communal residents that could develop the community’s strength. Learning from other successful tourism managing community is a crucial lesson (Pongsakornrungsilp, 2014). The examples of the community-based tourism and a group of local people tried to protect their cultural heritage are Mae Hong Sorn Old House Club, Love Songkhla City Club, and The Development Committee of Samchuk Market, etc. (Chukaew, 2014). Which are the volunteer clubs that is a cooperation between the official authority, community and other partners to run the projects for revitalizing the community by people participation? To bring local people to take part in the group discussion in the process of the consultation is adapt into Thai way of life called “Kam Jub Kao Kuy Kan”. This form of a group discussion or consultation has been applied in many communities and help local people more open and accept to the conservation plan. (Sudchaya, 2009) Local government should provide people more opportunity in participating in decision-making process. Also, people should be considered as a partner to the local government in making development plan and public policy (Harachai and Bejranianda, 2009).
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